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Business Model

Recruit University Graduates

Labour .

High-quality education for 

the underprivileged

Product

Grants & Donations: 

Corporate, Private, Government

Capital
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What they do 

● Aims to bring systemic changes over the long run while in the short run directly impacting 

underprivileged students.

● Recruits diverse talents to enrich underprivileged students’ learning experience

● Partners with businesses, non-profit organizations, and institutions to provide leadership 

and career opportunities 



● SUMMER INSTITUTE

○ Professional training workshops and planning for fellows hosted by CUHK

● 10 MONTHS TEACHING PLACEMENT

○ Fellows teach for 10 months at a local underprivileged school

○ Fellows have to teach regular syllabus, and in addition, create new initiatives for students

● WEEKLY DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP (DURING PLACEMENT)

○ A mandatory workshop held by Teach for Hong Kong every week during placement period

● ALUMNI OPPORTUNITIES

○ Career workshops and internship interview opportunities secured with corporates

○ Recognisable credits for future education with local universities

What they offer (to fellows):



Organisational Structure

Executive Team

Interns Full-time Team

3ppl

5-6ppl10+ppl



Social Media presence



How they make money 



Bringing elite minds to educate the underprivileged

Selling Points

Promote innovative thinking and global exposure to students

Extra-curricular initiatives done by fellows during placement
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What has made them successful

- A very clear target group, and great metrics for evaluation

- Great connections with funding sources via founder Arnold

- Building effective networks and collaborations with corporate funds, 

schools, and universities

- Provide a full experience (and future opportunities) to participating fellows

- Great network of consultants and guest speakers



Marketing Strategies

Internal 

- Promoting to corporates and institutes via CSR schemes

- Relies on referrals of corporate funds

External

- Promoting to recruit fellows from universities

- Promoting as career development opportunity



Marketing Strategies

Online - Social Media

- Create awareness (via following trends, and sharing values)

- Call for action

- Social media posting Policies/Regulations

- Market Research via alumnus

Offline 

- Reach out to job fairs and pitching opportunities with universities



A lack of staff

Too much workload with heavy 

reliance on interns
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Lack of post-program follow 

up with alumnus 

(no long term fellows)

There are minimal incentives for 

fellows to contribute post-program
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Funding Source

Inconsistent, scarce, and unstable 

income source
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Finding Partner Schools

Difficult to find and connect with 

local underprivileged schools willing 

to join the fellowship program
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Challenges they are facing 



Lessons for us

- Designing future opportunities for OASA members or participants (career development)

- Build a clear and simple business model

- This enable us to evaluate opportunities of funds & grants

- Build cooperative networks with organisations and corporates for resources

- Utilise promotional network in universities & ‘5mins pitch’ in classes

- Include reviews and personal stories on our website to strengthen our credibility

- Ability to gain target audience’s trust, and they encourage people to interact with OASA





Thank You!
Any feedback/questions/sharings?


